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Introduction to VisionScape 

 
Acuity VisionScape is a remarkably flexible machine vision system for 
inspecting semiconductor packages.  Among other things, VisionScape can: 
 
 check pin 1 orientation 
 verify Mark integrity 
 look for PVI defects (scratches, cracks, chips, etc.) on both sides 
 mask out Marks and balls 
 process two images of each device using different lighting in each 
 two- and three-point registration 

 read RVSI DataMatrix symbols 
 …and more! 
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What’s in the VisionScape Package? 

 
The VisionScape package consists of: 
 
 the vision board, a single PCI processing card 
 a gray scale camera (“Basler” hi resolution or “CM 4000” low resolution) 
 assorted lenses 
 software, including Spec Manager, Version Manager, Train and Tryout   
 The NER lighting assembly, including the Ring and the SCDI light 

 
There may be up to two separate VisionScape systems on a 7000-series 
handler, one at the Infeed and one at the Outfeed. This arrangement allows both 
top side and bottom side package inspection, when using the Systemation tray 
inverter (“tray flipper”). 
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Notes on Lens Selection 

 
VisionScape comes with a selection of objective lenses. Each lens is best suited 
for a particular range of device sizes. When selecting a lens, center the camera 
over a sample device and then choose the lens which causes the image of the 
device to nearly fill the field of view without spilling outside the field of view.  
 
The standard lens kit comes with three lenses: 22mm, 27.5mm and 35 mm. 
Additional lenses are available. The 16mm lens is for very large devices, and the 
40 mm is for very small devices, typically csp‟s. Use the following table as a 
guide to lens selection.  
 
Note:  Field of View and Pixel Size may vary by up to 10% from these values. 
 

Normal Resolution Camera 
640 x 480 pixels 

Lens Size Field of View (mm) Pixel Size (mm per pixel) 

16mm (optional) 42 x 32 0.066 x 0.066 

22mm (standard) 29 x 22 0.045 x 0.045 

27.5mm (standard) 19 x 15 0.030 x 0.030 

35mm (standard) 14.5 x 11 0.023 x 0.023 

40mm (optional) 9 x 6.5 0.014 x 0.014 

 
 
 

High Resolution Camera 
1300 x 1030 pixels 

Lens Size Field of View (mm) Pixel Size (mm per pixel) 

16mm (optional) not used not used 

22mm (standard) 51 x 41 0.039 x 0.039 

27.5mm (standard) 37 x 30 0.029 x 0.029 

35mm (standard) 26 x 21 0.020 x 0.020 

40mm (optional) 16 x 13 0.012 x 0.012 
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Software Installation 

 
VisionScape software is supplied on a CD-ROM. New versions are introduced 
regularly to add features and correct bugs. (New versions of software should be 
backwards-compatible with older .AVP files.) 
 
To install VisionScape software, load the CD-ROM and double-click the file 
SETUP.EXE. This will start the Installation Wizard, which will copy the software, 
register the newly installed version making it the active version, and reboot the 
vision board. 
 
 
 
Note: There may be more than one version of VisionScape software 

installed on a handler, but only one version at a time will be 
registered (active.) To register a different version, or to reboot the 
vision board, go to the Windows taskbar and select: 

 
START,  PROGRAMS,  VISIONSCAPE,  VISIONSCAPE VERSION MANAGER 

 
 

 

Visionscape Version Manager 
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Understanding How VisionScape Works With The Complete 
Lead Scanning System 

 
VisionScape provides the 2D or Mark Inspection/Package Visual Inspection (PVI) 
portion of RVSI‟s complete Lead Scanner Inspection System.   VisionScape runs 
within the Systemation 7000 Series Handler software, under the Windows 
operating system. This resides on a separate computer connected via Ethernet 
to the host computer (Unix), which controls the entire system.  
 
It is important to remember that all device inspection jobs are operated, or “run,” 
using the Unix MOTIF graphical user interface (GUI), while all files used to 
control those jobs are created and edited in the Windows GUI.  RVSI provides a 
quick and easy way to switch between both computers using the same 
workstation.  (See Appendix A.) 
 
This manual provides preliminary instructions on how to edit the custom device 
inspection jobs provided by RVSI, using the VisionScape graphical user interface 
(GUI).   For more instructions on running a device inspection job, refer to 
Appendix A at the end of this manual.  For complete instructions on operating the 
Lead Inspection System, refer to the Series 7000 user manual.   
 

The Basic Theory of Operation: 

 
These are the basic steps required to inspect a semi-conductor device: 
 

1. Log on to the systems. 
2. Load device trays in the stacker. 
3. Open a job file. 
4. Edit the job file if further customization is required. 
5. Acquire an image of a “good” or acceptable device. 
6. Train the steps in the inspection file by recording the attributes of the good 

image, and setting the parameters for each attribute that will pass or fail a 
device. 

7. Save the new job file. 
8. Run the inspection job by comparing each inspected device against the 

criteria recorded during training. 
 

Setting up an Inspection 

 Log onto the host system as user RVSI [See Appendix A]. 
 Load device trays into the input stacker.  
 Switch to the Handler (Windows) system: press and release [Ctrl], 

then [2], and start the H7000 system. 
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Starting VisionScape: 

 If the VisionScape GUI is not already running, then double-click the 
H7000 icon on your Windows Desktop.  The Systemation H7000 Handler 
software modules begin loading and the H7000 screen opens.  (See 
figure 1.) 

Figure 1:  H7000 Main Menu Screen 
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Figure 2:  Menu Bar 
 
The menu bar (Figure 2) across the upper portion of the window contains icons 
that represent the various components of the RVSI Lead Scanning System.  
They are component-dependent:  an icon is present ONLY if its hardware 
component is installed on your system.   
 

Figure 3:  VisionScape Pull-Down Menu 
 
VisionScape is accessed via the Outfeed PVI icon in the menu bar.  Right-click 
on the Outfeed PVI icon to open the VisionScape pull-down menu. [Figure 3.] 
 
 

Tray & Matrix Specs 
SECS II Communications 

Beacon 
Tray # 1 

Taper/Detaper 
Pick and Place 

Outfeed 

Outfeed PVI 
Tray Inverter 

Right TPA 
Left TPA 

Scanner 

Infeed Stacker 

H7000 

Right-click 
here (Outfeed 
PVI ) to pull 
down this 
menu. 
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VisionScape Interfaces 
 
There will be five interface functions discussed in this manual:  
 

1. Spec Manager -- to edit the .AVP 
2. Train  -- to train the tools 
3. Tryout  -- to run the trained tools 
4. Save…  -- to save the .AVP to disk 
5. Load…  -- to load the saved .AVP from disk 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

The .AVP file (Acuity Vision Processor file), also 

known as a step tree or step program, is the series of 
steps which make up a particular inspection. You may add 
or delete steps using Spec Manager. The flexibility, as well 
as the complexity, of VisionScape is due largely to the 
programmable nature of the .AVP. 
 
Shown below is a sample .AVP step tree. 

D
E

F
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N
 

Figure 4: Sample .AVP step tree 
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Starting “Spec Manager” 

 
Spec Manager is the program used to edit .AVP files. Spec Manager is accessed 
through the H7000 software by right-clicking on the “Outfeed PVI” window. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Figure 5: Starting Spec Manager 
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Note: To access Spec 
Manager you must be 
logged in as user “rvsi”. 
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The “Spec Manager” Interface 

 
The Spec Manager interface is split into two panels. The left panel shown the 
current step tree, with one of the steps highlighted. The right panel shows the 
“tool properties” for the currently highlighted step. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

the step tree the tool properties 

Figure 6: The Spec Manager interface 
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The Basic .AVP Step Tree 

 
The simplest possible .AVP file is shown below. This file contains only the basic 
steps needed to take an image from the camera and return a pass/ fail result to 
the scanner. Since these basic steps must always be present, you should 
proceed by loading a working .AVP (such as this one) first, and then renaming it 
and making your changes to it. 
 

 
 
 
 
(1) Target step – represents the Vision board. There will be one Target step for 

each vision board (one for Outfeed, one for Infeed if present.) This step 
is used to select the camera model in use. 

(2) Inspection step – Each job must contain at least one inspection step. Each 
Inspection step is processed as a separate thread in the software. 
Used to group together logically related pieces of the inspection. 

(3) I/O BusyOff step – Tells the handler, “get ready to grab an image.” 
(4) Snapshot step – Tells the camera to grab the image. Always followed by an 

Acquire step. 
(5) Acquire step – Always follows a Snapshot step. Takes the image just 

grabbed by the Snapshot step and places it in memory, ready to be 
worked on by the image processing tools in the rest of the step tree. 

(6) I/O BusyOn step – Tells the handler, “finished grabbing image,” allowing the 
handler to move the camera to the next device during automation. 

(7) I/O Result step – Reports back to the Unix side the status of this inspection 
as “pass” or “fail”. 

Figure 7: The basic .AVP step tree 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Use these buttons 
to insert steps 
before, into or 
after the current 
step, or to delete 
a step. 
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List of Step Tools 

 
Shown below is a list of step tools which may be inserted into an .AVP. Note that 
this list will vary given the step tree context. In other words, VisionScape will 
show you only those steps that are appropriate for the insertion being made. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 8: List of Step Tools 
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Some Step Tool Functions 

 
The table below summarizes the function of some of the more commonly used 
step tools. 
 
 
 

Tool Processing Function 
1,2,3 Pin Find Location, 

Registration 
Part Location, rotation 

Blob Feature extraction Connectivity Analysis 

Digital Input/ 
Output 

I/O communication Handler communications 

Edge Feature Extraction Edge Detection, analysis 

Gray Morphology Image 
Preprocessing 

Image preprocessor 

IntersectLines Measurement Find point of intersection of two lines 

OCVFontless Character 
verification 

Mark quality inspection 

Snapshot Picture, camera Image/Buffer acquisition 

TemplateFind Identification Correlation, symbol matching 

WarpRect Image 
preprocessing 

Image rectifier, masking 

 
Table 1: Some Step Tool Functions 
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The Inspection step 
is a child of the 
Outfeed step… 

…and a parent 
to the I/O and 
Snapshot steps. 

{ 

These 
three 
steps are 
siblings. 

The .AVP Tree Structure 

 
Steps which are next to each other in the step tree are related in one of three 
ways: 

 Parent 
 Child 
 Sibling 

 
That relationship is shown by the structure of the tree. Notice the structure of the 
sample .AVP shown below:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Most steps in VisionScape take some input from previous steps and produce 
some output to send down to subsequent steps. For example, a GrayMorphology 
step takes an image as input, alters the image in some way, and then sends out 
the altered image as output. The type of input each step accepts and the type of 
output each produces is specific to that step. 
 
The tree structure is important because it determines what the input to a 
particular step is. Children steps receive their input from their parent step. For 
example, the input to the Acquire step above is a snapshot because the Acquire 
step is a child of the Snapshot step.  The tree structure also determines the order 
in which steps will be executed. 
 
 

Figure 9:  The .AVP tree structure 
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Building An .AVP With Spec Manager 

 
To add a step to the step tree: 
1. Right-click on the step before the place where 

you want to add the step 
2. Select “insert before”, “insert into” or “insert 

after” as appropriate. 
3. Choose from the list that appears the tool you 

want to add by either double-clicking it, or by 
selecting the tool and clicking “OK.”  

 

Figure 10 

 
 
 

 
Using Spec Manager, edit the step tree by inserting steps 
after the I/O Busy On so that your step tree looks just like 
the one below. Now save this .AVP you have built as 
“Mark1”. 

 

Figure 11 

  
Turn the page to discover where VisionScape stores the 
step tree you just saved. 
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File Locations 

 
Acuity VisionScape stores two types of data files: (1) The .AVP or step tree itself, 
and (2) The device image which is saved during training. 
 
 

1. The .AVP files are stored in:  

C:\ RVSI_SYS\ H7000\ V_2_5_35\ DATAIN\ .AVPFileName..AVP  
 

 
Figure 12 

 

2. The device images are stored in the TIF file format, and may be viewed or 

edited with standard image processing software. If two images of each 
device were taken, they will be saved as, for example “…001A.TIF” and 
“…001B.TIF”. They are stored in a directory with the same name as the 
.AVP. This directory is in: 
C:\ RVSI_SYS\ H7000\ V_2_5_35\ DATAOUT\ .AVPFileName\ xxx.TIF 

 

 

This will be the current 
version of Systemation. 

} 

the 
..AVP  
files 

} 

the 
image 
(.TIF) 
files 

Figure 13 
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Note: When submitting a request to RVSI for applications help with 

VisionScape, please be sure to include: 
1. The ..AVP file 
2. A TIF image of a good device 
3. At least one TIF image of a device showing the defect in question. 
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Mark Inspection 

 
VisionScape does mark inspection using the 
OCVFontless tool. This tool segments the mark into 
individual characters, and then either passes or fails 
the mark depending upon the thresholds you set. 
 
But the OCVFontless tool is never used alone. It is 
always used as part of an overall .AVP structure, which 
includes other tools to position OCVFontless at 
runtime. 

Figure 13 

Below is a sample .AVP file which may be used to do mark inspection. This 
section will examine each step of a mark inspection .AVP, explaining what each 
step does and how each tool works. 
 
 
 
 

   
 
 
 
 

Figure 14: Mark Inspection step tree               CBGA Device with 
Mark 
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Template Find Tool 

 
The template find tool is used to search an image for a feature, for example, a 
pin 1 dimple. This tool takes an image, searches for the trained template in the 
user-defined search area, and returns the location of the template if found, or a 
fail status if not found.   
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The Template Find tool searches for a pre-taught 

image template in a user-defined search area. The output of the 
Template Find is: 

 the center point (x, y) of the found template 
 a score between 0 and 1 
 a pass/ fail status 

 

 
Figure 15:  Template Find Tool Properties 

 
NumOfCandidates is the number of potential matches the tool will look 
for before before it quits searching. Typically this value is set to “1”. 
 
 Pass on no Data: If this box is checked, tool status is always “pass”, 
even if the template is not found. 
 
Accept Threshold: During inspection, after the match is found, a score 
between 0.0 and 1.0 is generated for the match. The score is an 
indication of how closely the candidate matches the taught template; the 
closer the match, the higher the score. Accept Threshold defines the 
minimum required score for this step to “pass”.  In the example above, if 
the score for the candidate is below 0.7, the inspection status will be 
“fail”. Typically the accept threshold is set to about 0.8. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: “Outputs did not 
run “ error at train time 
indicates that the 
template is outside the 
search region, which is 
not allowed. Re-position 
the template inside its 
search region. 
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The In-Line Training Wizard 

 
VisionScape provides two interfaces for tool training.   
 

Wizard Function 

In-Line Training  Allows operators to train step tools “on 
the fly” or as the .AVP is edited, using 
live images. 

Train Allows step tools to be trained using 
image files saved to disk.  

 
Either Wizard may be used immediately following step tree creation to “train” the 
tools in the Step Tree.  “Training” a tool means recording its properties against 
the attributes of a “good” device image.  The attributes of each property for each 
tool are then saved and used as the baseline reference during inspection.  Each 
tool‟s properties are set to certain user-defined tolerances.  Any device whose 
real attributes fall outside these “trained” tolerances will fail inspection.  
 

Figure 16:  The In-Line Training Wizard screen 
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 Image Selection:  For TSOP devices, two radio buttons would be present 
here.  For this device type, the camera captures two images for either PVI 
or Mark Inspection.  The first image is used to locate the package and the 
second is used to inspect the mark.  For all other devices, the system 
defaults to one image, so only one radio button would be present, as 
Figure 16 shows.  

 

 Camera Controls:  To move and focus the camera on the live image. 
 

 Light Controls: To select a light source and adjust its intensity.  
 
 

Note:  The Wizard assumes you’d like to acquire a New Image and always opens 
in this mode.  You may also open a previously-saved image, and of 
course, save an image you’ve finished training.   

 
Focus the Camera 
You should already have placed a tray of devices under the camera.  Click 

on the camera controls [See Figure 16: ] to center a new image within 
the image field of the Wizard window.  The Direction buttons move the 
camera in increments controlled by clicking the Magnitude buttons.   

 
Adjust the Lighting 

The check boxes in the Lighting area [See Figure 16: ] of the Wizard 
window allow you to select a light source.   In this example, the Ring light 
is selected.  To select the SCDI light, click the check box next to it in the 
Wizard window.  For TSOP packages, the SCDI light is usually turned 
OFF.   

 
Click on and drag the slider control under each light source to adjust the 
light‟s intensity.  In this example, the Ring light intensity has been set to 
49.  Explore these controls and their effects on a live image.  When 
intensity is set too low, the image appears dark with little contrast.  When 
intensity is set too high, the image appears “washed out.”   

 
Save The Image  

After you‟ve adjusted the settings and the image preview is acceptable, 
you must instruct the system to save and acquire the image to disk. Click 
on the Save Image radio button.  The Wizard window updates to Figure 
17.  
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Click Acquire to capture the image(s) you wish to save to disk.  Previous 
Device and Next Device can be used to move the camera to the previous tray 
pocket or next tray pocket.  This is useful if the current pocket contains a device 
not suitable for training.   
 
When Acquire is clicked, the Wizard saves the image to disk.  Images are saved 
into files named ActivexxxA.tif, where xxx is the numeric order.  When inspecting 
TSOP devices, the Wizard captures two images; one for mark inspection and the 
second for package visual inspection.  In this case, the second image is saved to 
a file named ActivexxxB.tif, where xxx will be the same number used in 
ActivexxxA.tif.  For example, to save an image of the first TSOP device you‟ve 
captured, the Wizard will save the images in files named Active001A.tif and 
Active001B.tif.   
 
Click on the   (Next) button to proceed to the next Wizard step. 

Figure 17:  Save and Acquire an Image 
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Training The Tools on an Image 
When the Next button is clicked, the Wizard proceeds to the Training screen 
[Figure 18.] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 18:  Train Tools on an Image 

The left side of the Wizard screen contains the captured image in the Image 
Preview area.  The right side now contains the Tool or Step Tree.   

 
The Tool Tree consists of various image processing tools that will be used to 
perform the inspection.  The tree is organized in the same way that processing 
flows.  These tools must be “trained” before they are used for inspection. 
 
Note the icons next to each tool.   
 

Icon Indicates 

 Tool was trained successfully, or does not 
require training. 
 

 Tool failed training. 
 

(Red) Training is required; not yet trained. 
 

(Green) Training is required; already trained. 
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Notice what happens in the Image Preview area when a Tool in the Tool Tree is 
selected.  Click on the Body_TopLeft tool in the Tree.  The Wizard places a 
green and red boundary around a second blue boundary over the image in the 

Preview area.  [Figure 19 .] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 19:  Tool Templates 

These boundary boxes are called the Regions of Interest (ROI) or areas where 
the tool will perform processing.  In Figure 19, the selected tool is a Find Tool 
that was renamed to better describe its function.  Find Tools always contain a 
child Template tool step.  In this .AVP, the tool is used to find the top left of the 
image, so it was named Body_TopLeft.  Renaming Tool Steps is recommended 
to simplify editing.   
 
All Find tools consist of two rectangles:   
 
  

Tool Feature Description 

Inner rectangle (TopLeft_Template) Blue boundary. 
Indicates the position of the template to 
be searched, or what the “match” is. 

 
Outer rectangle (Body_TopLeft) 

 
Red and green boundary. 
Indicates the search area.  
Always contains the inner rectangle or 
Template.   
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During training, the two rectangles must be positioned properly so that the search 
area always contains the template.  In other words, Body_TopLeft should always 
contain the TopLeft_Template.   This feature allows for some device movement 
or rotation during inspection that won‟t result in an erroneously rejected chip.  
 
Once the two regions are adjusted correctly, train the tool.  Click on the  
Button to train the Body_TopLeft tool.  The icons next to the tool and its child 
template should change to a green check mark or a green graduation cap to 
indicate the tool was successfully trained.   
 
Train TopSide Tool 
Select the TopSide tool in the tool tree.  This is an Edge Tool used to find the 
edge of the package and the angle of the line joining the TopLeft_Template and 
the Botright_Template with respect to this edge.  
 
1. Adjust the TopSide ROI (Region of Interest) so that the top edge of the 

device is clearly enclosed in the region.  Avoid including the tray wall or the 
mark in the ROI.   

 
2. Click on the    button to train the TopSide tool.  
 
 
Train the Rotate Tool 
Select the Rotate tool in the tool tree. 
 
This is a RectWarp tool, which means rectangle warp.  The ROI placed over the 
image in the preview area appears as a blue and red boundary labeled Rotate.  
 
Adjust the ROI so that it completely encloses the device area. Use the tray 
pocket as an alignment guide.  
 
The Rotate ROI defines the area that will be rotated during inspection.  Rotation 
straightens the inspection area with respect to the image frame of reference to 
allow for any shifting during the process that would otherwise result in a rejected 
chip.  The angle of rotation is based on the angle determined by the 
Body_Angle tool that is part of the TopSide tool.  
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The Training Wizard is used immediately after creating the step tree with Spec 
Manager. Training Wizard trains the tools in the step tree. Many tools must be 
trained before they can be used in an inspection. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Training Wizard: “Train” Screen 

Auto-Zoom 

Run-time 
graphics 
for .AVP 
debugging 

Train just 
the current 
tool 

Display,  
edit tool 
properties 

Gray level of 
pixel under the 
cursor 

Cursor (x, y) 
coordinates 

Debug text will 
appear here 
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The Tryout Wizard 

 
 
 
The Tryout Wizard typically is used after Spec Manager and the Training Wizard. 
Tryout steps through the inspection and shows the same results that would be 
shown if the .AVP were running in Automation mode. Tryout runs the inspection 
in the PC, while true Automation runs the inspection on the VisionScape 
hardware, which is much faster. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Auto-Zoom when 
a tool is selected 

Run-time 
graphics 
for .AVP 
debugging 

Tryout just 
the current 
tool 

Display,  
edit tool 
properties 

Gray level of 
pixel under the 
cursor 

Cursor (x, y) 
coordinates 

Debug text  
appears here 
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Create the step tree shown below. Then, with the Training 
wizard, train on the “smiley face” in TempSamp1.  Using the 
Tryout wizard, run the inspection on TempSamp1 and 
TempSamp2. Did the tool work as you expected? 
 
 
 

 
Template Find Step Tree 

 
 

   
TempSamp1   TempSamp2 

 
 
Continue building the Mark Inspection step tree by inserting 
another TemplateFind tool after the first Template Find. Then 
rename the two template find tools to something more 
descriptive, such as “TopLeftCorner” and “BottomRightCorner”. 
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TwoPt Locator Tool 

The Two Point Locator tool (also called the “2 Pin Find” tool) simply ties together 
the two points which were found by the Template Find tool above, and defines a 
“center point” between them, which is the point of reference for the WarpRect 
which follows. 
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The Two Point Locator tool takes as input two 

points, specified as (x, y) coordinates. Generally, those 
two points are linked back to the outputs of two template 
finds. The output is: 

 the distance between the two points 
 the (x, y) coordinate of the center point of the 

line joining the two points 
 the angle of that same line, relative to the top 

edge of the ROI 
 a pass/ fail status 

 

 
Two Point Locator Tool Properties 

 
Pin 1 Point and Pin 2 Point specify the two points which are the 
endpoints of the line created by the Two Point Locator tool. 
 
Distance Tolerance(pixels): If at runtime the length of the line joining 
the two points differs from the length of the trained line by more than 
this amount, then the tool will return status “fail”. 
  
Note: A linked (child) WarpRect step will track the center point and the 
angle of the line linking the two input points. 
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Add the Two Point Locator step to the step tree. Then link Point 1 
and Point 2 back to the outputs of the Template Find tools.  
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RectWarp Tool 

 
At runtime, the position of the device being inspected may vary slightly from the 
position of the trained device. Use the RectWarp Tool to correct for this 
positioning difference. 
 
When RectWarp is inserted into a Two Point Locator Tool, the RectWarp is 
positioned relative to the center point output by the Two Point Locator. Then Rect 
Warp “unrotates” the device image. 
 
Add the RectWarp tool to the step tree. 
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The Rect Warp tool allows the user to “clip” a region 

of interest (ROI) out of the current image. The clipped 
region may be resized and rotated. The output of 
RectWarp is an image of the ROI. 
 
 

 
RectWarp Tool Properties 

 
 
No Rect Warp tool properties need to be set. 
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OCVFontless Tool 

OCVFontless in one of the most complex tools in VisionScape. At train time, 
OCVFontless automatically creates a separate step for each character it finds in 
the mark. Each of these “character” steps has its own set of tool properties. 
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The OCVFontless tool (Optical Character Verification) 

does mark inspection. This tool first must be trained on a 
good mark. Then at runtime it segments the mark characters, 
compares each character to the trained character image, and 
assigns a pass or fail status to the mark based upon the 
thresholds you set. 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The AutoFind feature performs a 
Two Point Locator on the first and 
last characters in the mark. 
 
At train time, the Minimum Symbol 
Size is the minimum area a feature 
must have to be considered a 
character. 
 
Checking the Single OCV Symbol 
Step box will turn off character 
segmentation. 
 
 
Group Legibility (%) indicates how 
well the trained character matches 
the runtime character 
 
Group Final Res Max Blob Size 
counts up the number of pixels in the 
largest flaw. 
 
 
Group Auto-Threshold is usually  
enabled for this tool. 
 
Apply Symbol Group Settings to 
apply changes made here to all 
characters 
 
Set Group Edge Energy Threshold 
by this rule of thumb: 
Edge Energy Threshold = 
 

    character gray – backgr. gray 
  2 
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Running the Mark Inspection 

 
 
 

 
Close the Spec Manager. Be sure to save the step tree you have 
created. Then train the step tree using the Train wizard and the 
mark image “Mark1”. After training, use the Tryout wizard to run 
the inspection on “Mark 1”, “Mark Defect 1” and “Mark Defect 2”. 
 
Which parameters can you adjust to make passing marks fail, and 
to make failing marks pass 
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Edge Energy is the difference in gray level between 

two adjacent pixels on either side of an edge. In other 
words, it is the gradient of an edge. 
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Basic PVI Inspection 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
PVI is more complicated than Mark inspection. Standard Mark inspection is fairly 
straighforward because we know we are simply looking for defects in the shape 
of a character. 
 
But with PVI, the defect in question may be a chip, scratch, void, crack, or any 
one of a huge variety of flaws, each of which may appear differently under the 
VisionScape camera. This fact adds tremendously to the complexity of PVI 
inspection. 
 

PVI .AVP Design 

When designing an .AVP for PVI, the first step should be to find out exactly which 
PVI defects are to be caught. Ask to see samples, and look at the samples under 
the VisionScape camera. Is the lighting adequate to show the defects? Is the 
appropriate lens available? Once the defects have been observed and classified, 
then an .AVP can be tuned to find those defects without overkill. 
 
The .AVP‟s discussed in this section are basic and are intended for instructional 
purposes; they would probably not be adequate in a production environment. 
There are other, advanced step tools (not discussed in this course) which may be 
used to aid in the detection of PVI defects.The .AVP Generator programs 
discussed in the next section make use of these advanced tools. Generally, the 
Generators should be utilized to set up “real world” applications.  
 

This Section 

In this section we‟ll set up a basic PVI inspection for the top-side of a QFP with 
no mark. Then we‟ll do PVI on a similar QFP with a mark.  

 

PVI (Package Visual Inspection) is an inspection which 

searches for package defects (not mark defects.) These 
may include package scratches, voids, chips, cracks, mold 
flash and foreign material. 
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Blob Tool 

 
 

 
 
The essential tool for PVI is the Blob tool. A Blob tool comes in two parts: the 
Blob step itself, and a separate BlobFilter step. 
 
PVI defects show up as light or dark blobs. The Blob step finds and measures 
those blobs and internally creates a list of the blobs found. Then the Blob Filter 
chooses from that list the single largest (or longest or shortest or roundest or…) 
blob and either passes or fails the device depending upon the criteria you set. 
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 Create the step tree shown below. “Train” to set up the ROI, then 

“Tryout.” Adjust the tool properties and see which feature(s) is 
(are) identified in each case. Can you make the Blob tool fail on 
different features?  
 
 
 

 
 

 
   

 
 
 

 
Blob Sample .AVP    BlobSamp1.TIF 

A Blob is any interconnected group of foreground pixels.  

 

Blob Area is the number of foreground pixels in the 

blob. 
 

Blob Total Area is the total number of pixels in the 

blob, including holes. 
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Blob Tool Properties 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Blob tool locates blobs in the ROI. The Blob tool 

always includes a child Blob Filter step. The Blob Filter 
selects one blob according to the criteria set in the Blob 
Filter properties. 
 
The Blob Filter outlines in yellow all the blobs found, 
except for the one dominant blob which is outlined in 
green. 
 

 
 

Blob Tool Properties 
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The Low and High Threshold 
are the gray scale values which 
separate the blob from the 
background: 
 

0           Low Thresh.    High Thresh. 255

gray level

Background           Blob                       Background

 
 
Minimum and Maximum Blob 
Size can be set to exclude blobs 
with too-small or too-large an area 
from the blob list. 
 
Minimum and Maximum Total 
Area can be set to exclude blobs 
with too-small or too-large a total 
area from the blob list. 
 
Use Auto-Threshold should be 
OFF (not checked.) 
 
Pass On No Data allows the tool 
to pass if no blobs are found. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Use Input Mask tells Blob to 
ignore masked-off areas. Masks 
may be generated by 
OCVFontless or other tools. 
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Troubleshooting the Blob Tool 

 
 Please note that the Blob Tool will fail if: 

1. No blobs were found and Pass on No Data was disabled 
2. There were fewer blobs than the Min Number of Blobs 
3. There were more blobs than the Max Number of Blobs 
4. The total area of the blobs was less than the Min Total Area 
5. The total area of the blobs was more than the Max Total Area 
6. The width of the tool exceeds 768 pixels (true only on software older 

than 2.0.8_35) 
 
 “Blob tool did not run” error 

This error will occur if the Blob Tool ROI is allowed to drift outside the image 
boundaries. This typically occurs in the following way: 
The Blob tool is a child of a WarpRect. The Blob tool ROI has been 
maximized to inspect the entire WarpRect ROI. Then the WarpRect ROI is 
resized smaller. This leaves the Blob tool ROI “hanging outside” the 
boundaries of the image. If nothing is done to correct it, the “Blob tool did not 
run” error will occur.  
To fix the problem, simply maximize the Blob tool ROI again. This will actually 
shrink the Blob ROI, “snapping” it to the boundaries of the WarpRect ROI. 
Then re-train the inspection.  
 

 To see the blobs which the Blob tool found, use the Tryout Wizard and be 
sure to check the “Run Graphics” box. 
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Blob Filter Properties 
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The Blob Filter takes the blob list created by the Blob 

tool and selects one blob according to the criteria you set. 
The Blob Filter step will determine the pass/fail status of 
the Blob/ Blob Filter pair. 
 

 
 

Blob Filter Properties 
 
 
Select: Choose “Part” or “Hole” 
 
with: Choose “Largest” or “Smallest” 
 
_:       Choose which feature to use to rank the blobs in the blob 
list. Among the choices are: Area, Total Area, Axis Ratio, 
Length, and Width. 
 
Min/Max of Above Feature: If the dominant blob falls between 
these limits, then the Blob Filter passes; otherwise it fails. 
 
Pass On No Data should be checked (on) to allow the tool to 
pass if the blob list is empty (that is, if no blob is found, as at 
train time.) 
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The Basic PVI Step Tree 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Create the step tree shown below for basic PVI. Train on the 
image of the good device(Pass001A.TIF.) Be sure to train the 
Template Find tools on features which are unique within the 
search area. 
 
Tryout your step tree on the good device. Then tryout on the 
defective device. Does the good device pass and the defective 
device fail? 
 
 

 
 

 
   

 
 

Basic PVI Step Tree 
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PVI_QFP_PassA.TIF 
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Basic PVI Part II: Using Masks 

 
 
The QFP inspected in the last section had no mark. But what if the device had a 
mark? There must be a way to ignore the mark area; otherwise the mark itself 
will be seen as a defect. To exclude certain areas within a ROI, use a mask. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Two tools which manipulate masks are the Dynamic Mask tool and the Static 
Mask tool. The Static Mask tool will create a mask based upon gray scale values. 
(Another tool which can create a mask is the OCVFontless tool, creates Mark 
masks.) Dynamic Mask combines multiple masks from many tools and then 
applies to the ROI the resulting combined mask as if it were one mask.  
 
Below is an example of how the mask tools should be used in the step tree:  
 
 

A mask is an arbitrarily shaped overlay which tells a tool 

to ignore the masked area during inspection. 
 
For example, a mask may be used to ignore the mark 
during PVI inspection.   
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Step Tree Showing Mask Tools 
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The StaticMask tool generates a mask based on a 

gray level threshold setting. To utilize the static mask, 
insert StaticMask into the step to be masked. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Static Mask Tool Properties 
 
Mask Generation Method Auto-Threshold allows.. 
 
Adjustment Type modifies the mask, either dilating it or eroding it. 
 
Number of Adjustments is the number of times to do the dilation or 
erosion specified above. 
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The Dynamic Mask tool combines into a composite 

mask, the masks created by other tools. The composite 
then is applied at runtime. 
 

 
 

Dynamic Mask Tool Properties 
 
 
Masks to combine Click the “Add…” button to add to the 
list of masks to be combined and applied to the parent 
tool.  
 
Graphics Level may be used to enable viewing the mask 
(the mask will be shown in red.) 
 
Note: The “Enable Mask Output” box must be checked on 

the mask generating step (for example, the 
OCVFontless tool) for the mask to appear in the 
“Add…” list. Also, “Use Input Mask” must be checked 
on the child step, which will utilize the mask (for 
example, the Blob tool.) 
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Create the step tree shown below, which utilzes the masking 
tools. How does this change the results given by the Blob tool? 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Step Tree Showing Mask Tools 
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Macros 

 
Training a VisionScape step tree in a production environment can be tedious and 
error-prone, especially if the step tree is complex and contains many steps. To 
simplify the training process for the operator, Acuity has developed macros.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Training macros have the following format: 
 

Train, macroName,macroParameters… 
 
The Training Wizard has a box which allows you to type in the macro or macros. 
 
 

 
 
 

Visionscape Macros are text strings which function as 

commands acting upon a tool. Macros can resize a tool, 
relocate a tool relative to another tool‟s position, or hide a 
tool from view at train time. 
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… and type 
the macros 
here. 

Editing macros using the Training Wizard 

To use macros 
check this 
box… 
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Table of Macros 

 
Following is a table of all the currently defined VisionScape macros. More may 
be defined in future versions of H7000. A macro may be used with any tool which 
has an ROI associated with it. 
 
Note: A parameter may be left blank simply by inserting the comma which follows 

it. For example, Train, RoiSet, 100, 200, , ,90 will reposition the tool at 

(100, 200) and rotate the tool 90, but will leave the tool size unchanged. 
 
 
MACRO PARAMETERS 

(units = pixels) 
WHAT THE MACRO 

DOES 
NOTES 

Train, Hide none Hides the tool at train 
time unless it is 
selected in the step 
tree 

 

Train, RoiFromRoi, {toolName} toolName is the name of 
a tool in the current step 
tree 

Repositions and 
resizes this tool to 
match another tool 

 

Train, RoiSet, x, y, w, l, a x:  x location of tool 
y:  y location of tool 
w: x size (width) of tool 
l:   y size (length) of tool 
a:  angle of tool 

Repositions and 
resizes this tool. 
Position parameters 
are measured from 
the buffer image 
origin (0,0), and size 
params. are absolute 

The a parameter 
works only with the 
WarpRect and Edge 
tools. 

Train, RoiAdd, x, y, w, l x:  x location of tool 
y:  y location of tool 
w: x size (width) of tool 
l:   y size (length) of tool 

Repositions and 
resizes this tool by 
adding to the tool‟s 
current position and 
size. 

 

Train, RoiFromBody none Takes the tool 
position from steps 
named “Body_Angle” 
& “Body_Center” 

Body_Angle is usually 
taken from a Dist2Pts 
Meas step. 
Body_Center is 
usually taken from a 
TwoPt Locator step. 

Train, RoiMax none Maximizes tool size 
to the entire ROI 

 

 
 Table of Macros 
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Using the .AVP Generator Programs 

 
 
It has been recognized that .AVP development for “real-world” applications is not 
a trivial task, but requires a good deal of knowledge and experience, more 
knowledge and experience than most users may be expected to possess.  
 
To simplify the process of .AVP development, RVSI has developed the .AVP 
Generator programs.  
 

 
 
 
Currently there are six .AVP Generators available, each designed for a different 
inspection task. The Generator icons may be found on the Windows desktop 
(main screen.) To run a Generator just double-click its icon. 
 
1. Pin 1 Mark .AVP Generator creates an .AVP which does Pin 1 inspection, 

Mark inspection or both. This .AVP will work with any device type: BGA, csp, 
or leaded devices.  

2. csp .AVP Generator creates an .AVP to do some or all of these mark side 
inspections: Pin1, Mark, Chip, and Crack. 

3. PBGA .AVP Generator creates an .AVP to do some or all of these mark side 
inspections: Gold Gate, Mark, Scratch (light defect), and Dark Defect.  

4. PBGA-IN .AVP Generator creates an .AVP to inspect the ball side for 
scratches or exposed metal.  

5. QFP .AVP Generator creates an .AVP to inspect a QFP for Pin1, up to two 
separate mark areas, and light and dark PVI defects.  

6. TSOP .AVP Generator creates an .AVP to inspect a TSOP for Pin1, up to 
two separate mark areas, and light and dark PVI defects.  

 
 

An .AVP Generator is a stand-alone Windows 

program which takes user-entered parameters and 
creates a complete step tree (.AVP file) to inspect a 
particular device. 
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Pin 1 Mark .AVP Generator 

 
To start the Pin 1 Mark .AVP Generator, double click the icon:  

 
 
The Pin1Mark .AVP Generator creates and .AVP which will work with any device 
type, BGA, csp, or leaded devices. This .AVP will do Pin 1 inspection, Mark 
inspection or both. 
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Pin 1 Mark .AVP Generator Reference 

 
Camera:  Select the camera type as Hi Resolution or Low Resolution. 
Lens:   Select the appropriate lens size. This field will be unavailable if the 

Custom box is checked. 
 
 Custom 

Pixel Size – Size of a single pixel in inches, mils or mm. The units used here 
determines the units used in the rest of the generator. Setting this field to 
“1.0” will let you enter all other values in pixels. 

Scdi/Ring – Lighting level for the device image 
Pkg Size – Size of the package 
Focus – Focus height of the camera as an offset from the camera z-axis home 

position (in inches.) See focus value given in the training wizard. 
 

 Pin 1 
Pin1 Size – Dimensions of pin 1 Template Find tool 
Pin1 Loc – Location of center point of pin 1 Template Find tool, measured from 

the package top left corner 
 

 Mark 
Mark Size – Dimensions of OCVFontless tool (Mark tool) 
Mark Loc – Location of center point of OCVFontless tool, measured from the 

package top left corner 
Mark Contrast – Average gray level difference between mark and background 
Symbol Size – Minimum area of a symbol, in pixels. Any symbol smaller than 

“Symbol Size” will not be segmented as a symbol. 
Symbol Stroke – Average stroke width of the mark symbols, in pixels 
Mark Quality – Specify the relative quality of marks which should pass. See 

“Custom Quality” section below. 
Pin1, Pin2 Index – The symbols which are used as registration points for the 

autofind feature of the OCVFontless tool. „999‟ means the last symbol in 
the mark. 

 
 Custom Quality 

Supercedes “Mark Quality” field above. “Custom” allows you to set 
different quality parameters for each of three symbol size categories. 

Group – Select Small, Average or Large symbol size category 
Min Area – The minimum area of symbols belonging to this group 
Legibility – (0% - 100%) How well do the runtime and trained gray scale 

symbol images match each other.  “100%” requires a perfect match. 
Final Residue – The maximum allowed symbol defect area. (ie, The maximum 

allowed area of a single symbol blob in the binarized symbol image.) 
Min Contrast – The contrast needed to consider a pixel part of a symbol. 

Set it to:  |(average gray of character) – (average gray of background)| 
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Max Flaw Size – To be counted a defect, the potential defect must exceed in 
every dimension the dimension given here, in pixels. For example, if this 
field is a “1” then defects which have at least one dimension which is only 
1 pixel wide will not be considered defects. (Actually, a “1” here means the 
image will undergo 1 erosion to erase any blob features which have at 
least one dimension which is only 1 pixel. A “2” means two erosions, etc.)  

  
 

 
 
 
 

 Apply 

Create 

Clicking Apply causes the Custom Quality parameters to be applied to 
all the characters in the group. 

Clicking Create writes two files to disk: 
1. The “..AVP” step tree created from the parameters described 

above 
2. A “.gen” file which saves the parameters described above so that 

they may be reloaded into this Generator at a later time 
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csp .AVP Generator 

 

To start the csp .AVP Generator, double click the icon:   
 
The csp .AVP Generator creates an .AVP to do some or all of the following: Pin1, 
Mark, Chip, and Crack inspection on the top (mark) side of a csp. 
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csp .AVP Generator Reference 

 
Camera:  Select the camera type as Hi Resolution or Low Resolution. 
Lens:   Select the appropriate lens size. This field will be unavailable if the 

Custom box is checked. 
 
 Custom 

Pixel Size – Size of a single pixel in inches, mils or mm. The units used here 
determines the units used in the rest of the generator. Setting this field to 
“1.0” will let you enter all other values in pixels. 

Scdi/Ring 1 – Lighting level for image #1, which does PVI inspection. Chips 
and cracks should appear as dark defects. 

Scdi/Ring 2 – Lighting level for image #2, which does Mark inspection. The 
Mark should appear dark on a bright background. 

Pkg Size – Size of the package 
Focus – Focus height of the camera as an offset from the camera z-axis home 

position (in inches.) See focus value given in the training wizard. 
 

 Pin 1 
Pin1 Size – Dimensions of pin 1 Template Find tool 
Pin1 Loc – Location of center point of pin 1 Template Find tool, measured from 

the package top left corner 
 

 Mark 
Mark Size – Dimensions of OCVFontless tool (Mark tool) 
Mark Loc – Location of center point of OCVFontless tool, measured from the 

package top left corner 
Mark Contrast – Average gray level difference between mark and background 
Symbol Size – Minimum area of a symbol, in pixels. Any symbol smaller than 

“Symbol Size” will not be segmented as a symbol. 
Symbol Stroke – Average stroke width of the mark symbols, in pixels 
Mark Quality – Specify the relative quality of marks which should pass. See 

“Custom Quality” section below. 
Pin1, Pin2 Index – The symbols which are used as registration points for the 

autofind feature of the OCVFontless tool. „999‟ means the last symbol in 
the mark. 

Pkg Gray – The average gray level of the package background 
 LowRes Mark – Speeds up processing on high resolution images by 

treating each 2x2 neighborhood as a single pixel. 
 

 Custom Quality 
Supercedes “Mark Quality” field above. “Custom” allows you to set 
different quality parameters for each of three symbol size categories. 

Group – Select Small, Average or Large symbol size category 
Min Area – The minimum area of symbols belonging to this group 
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Legibility – (0% - 100%) How well do the runtime and trained gray scale 
symbol images match each other.  “100%” requires a perfect match. 

Final Residue – The maximum allowed symbol defect area. (ie, The maximum 
allowed area of a single symbol blob in the binarized symbol image.) 

Min Contrast – The contrast needed to consider a pixel part of a symbol. 
Set it to:  |(average gray of character) – (average gray of background)| 

Max Flaw Size – To be counted a defect, the potential defect must exceed in 
every dimension the dimension given here, in pixels. For example, if this 
field is a “1” then defects which have at least one dimension which is only 
1 pixel wide will not be considered defects. (Actually, a “1” here means the 
image will undergo 1 erosion to erase any blob features which have at 
least one dimension which is 1 only pixel. A “2” means two erosions, etc.)  

 
 
 

 
 
 Chip  

Searches for chips around the edge of the csp, ignoring the center. 
Gray, Max Area – Gray is the high threshold (gray level) for identifying defects. 

The Low threshold is always “0”. Max Area is the maximum area of a 
feature (blob) which is not a defect. 

Inspection Offset – Excluded region near edge of csp. See below. 
Inspection Width – Width of area on csp to inspect. See below. 
 

 Crack 
Searches for cracks all over the csp, except very near the edge. 

Contrast, Length – Contrast is the minimum difference in gray level between 
the crack and the background. Length is the minimum length of cracks 
which are to be caught. 

Inspection Offset  – Excluded region near edge of csp. See below. 
Pkg. Gray – The average gray level of the package. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 Apply 

Create 
Clicking Create writes two files to disk: 
1. The “..AVP” step tree created from the parameters described 

above 
2. A “.gen” file which saves the parameters described above so that 

they may be reloaded into this Generator at a later time 

Clicking Apply causes the Custom Quality parameters to be applied to 
all the characters in the group. 

Typical csp Device 

 

Joe’s
 

csp 

eat at Joe’s 

Inspection Offset 

Inspection Width 

Search for chips in 
the white area only  

Search for cracks in 
both of these areas  
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PBGA .AVP Generator 

 

To start the PBGA .AVP Generator, double click the icon:   
 
The PBGA (Plastic BGA) .AVP Generator creates an .AVP to do some or all of 
the following Mark side inspections: Gold Gate, Mark, Scratch (light defect), and 
Dark Defect. (Plastic BGA devices have the mark printed on the lid.) 
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PBGA .AVP Generator Reference 

Camera:  Select the camera type as Hi Resolution or Low Resolution. 
Lens:   Select the appropriate lens size. This field will be unavailable if the 

Custom box is checked. 
 
 Custom 

Pixel Size – Size of a single pixel in inches, mils or mm. The units used here 
determines the units used in the rest of the generator. Setting this field to 
“1.0” will let you enter all other values in pixels. 

Scdi/Ring 1 – Lighting level for image #1, which does PVI inspection. Chips 
and cracks should appear as dark defects. 

Focus – Focus height of the camera as an offset from the camera z-axis home 
position (in inches.) See focus value given in the training wizard. 

Pkg Size – Size of the package (size of the mold) (See below) 
Sub Size – Size of the substrate (See below) 
Chm Size – Size of the chamfer (See below) 
 

 Gate 
Searches the Gold Gate for dark defects. 

Gate Loc – Location of center point of Gold Gate Template Find (See below) 
Gate Area Min, Max – Set upper and lower limits on the acceptable area of the 

Gold Gate. Areas outside these limits will cause a “fail” status. 
Gate Min Gray – The low threshold for Blob inspection of the Gold Gate. The 

high threshold is always set to “255”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Mark 

Mark Size – Dimensions of OCVFontless tool (Mark tool) 
Mark Loc – Location of center point of OCVFontless tool, measured from the 

device top left corner 
Mark Contrast – Average gray level difference between mark and background 
Symbol Size – Minimum area of a symbol, in pixels. Any symbol smaller than 

“Symbol Size” will not be segmented as a symbol. 
Symbol Stroke – Average stroke width of the mark symbols, in pixels 

Gold Gate 

Sub Size 

Pkg Size 

Chm Size (w) 

Chm Size (y) 

Chm Size (x) 
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Mark Quality – Specify the relative quality of marks which should pass. See 
“Custom Quality” section below. 

Pin1, Pin2 Index – The symbols which are used as registration points for the 
autofind feature of the OCVFontless tool. „999‟ means the last symbol in 
the mark. 

 
 Custom Quality 

Supercedes “Mark Quality” field above. “Custom” allows you to set 
different quality parameters for each of three symbol size categories. 

Group – Select Small, Average or Large symbol size category 
Min Area – The minimum area of symbols belonging to this group 
Legibility – (0% - 100%) How well do the runtime and trained gray scale 

symbol images match each other.  “100%” requires a perfect match. 
Final Residue – The maximum allowed symbol defect area. (ie, The maximum 

allowed area of a single symbol blob in the binarized symbol image.) 
Min Contrast – The contrast needed to consider a pixel part of a symbol. 

Set it to:  |(average gray of character) – (average gray of background)| 
Max Flaw Size – To be counted a defect, the potential defect must exceed in 

every dimension the dimension given here, in pixels. For example, if this 
field is a “1” then defects which have at least one dimension which is only 
1 pixel wide will not be considered defects. (Actually, a “1” here means the 
image will undergo 1 erosion to erase any blob features which have at 
least one dimension which is 1 only pixel. A “2” means two erosions, etc.)  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 Scratch 

Looks for bright scratches using separate tools for the mold and the 
substrate. 

Mold Gray, Length – Mold Gray is the minimum gray level of scratches on the 
mold. Mold Length is the minimum length of cracks on the mold which are 
to be caught. 

Mold Area – The minimum area of scratches which are to be caught. 
Pkg Edge Offset – Width of a scratch-search exclude band which lies just 

inside the edge of the mold. 
Sub Gray, Width, Area – Sub Gray is the minimum gray level of scratches on 

the substrate. Sub Width is the minimum width of scratches which are to 
be caught on the substrate. Sub Area is the minimum area of scratches 
which are to be caught on the substrate. 

Sub Edge Offset – Width of a scratch-search exclude band which lies just 
inside the edge of the substrate. 

 Apply 
Clicking Apply causes the Custom Quality parameters to be applied to 
all the characters in the group. 
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Sub Mask Gray – Maximum gray level of pixels which are to be ignored during 
scratch inspection.  (Pixels below this value will be masked out.) Set this 
value high enough to mask out traces on the substrate. 

 
 Dark Defect 

Gray, Area – Gray is the hi threshold of a Blob tool which looks for Dark 
defects; the low threshold is always “0”. Area is the minimum area of dark 
blobs which will cause a “fail” status for the inspection. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Create 
Clicking Create writes two files to disk: 
1. The “..AVP” step tree created from the parameters described 

above 
2. A “.gen” file which saves the parameters described above so that 

they may be reloaded into this Generator at a later time 
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PBGA-IN .AVP Generator 

 

To start the PBGA-IN .AVP Generator, double click the icon:   
 
The PBGA-IN .AVP Generator creates an .AVP to inspect the ball side of a 
PBGA for scratches or exposed metal. 
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PBGA-IN .AVP Generator Reference 

 
Camera:  Select the camera type as Hi Resolution or Low Resolution. 
Lens:   Select the appropriate lens size. This field will be unavailable if the 

Custom box is checked. 
 
 Custom 

Pixel Size – Size of a single pixel in inches, mils or mm. The units used here 
determines the units used in the rest of the generator. Setting this field to 
“1.0” will let you enter all other values in pixels. 

Scdi/Ring 1 – Lighting level for image #1, which does scratch inspection on the 
center portion of the PBGA.  

Scdi/Ring 2 – Lighting level for image #2, which does scratch inspection and 
exposed metal detection on the perimeter portion of the PBGA. Generally, 
image #2 uses SCDI light only. 

Focus – Focus height of the camera as an offset from the camera z-axis home 
position (in inches.) See focus value given in the training wizard. 

Sub Size – Size of the substrate (See below) 
1st Ball – Location of the center of the top left ball, measured from the top left 

corner of the device. 
Last Ball -- Location of the center of the bottom right ball, measured from the 

top left corner of the device. 
Ball Pitch – Distance between ball centers 

 
 Scratch 

Looks for bright scratches on the substrate after masking out the balls. 
(image 1) – Works on the center portion of the PBGA 
(image 2) – Works on the perimeter portion of the PBGA 

Contrast, Length – Contrast is the minimum gradient of scratches. Length is 
the minimum length of cracks which are to be caught. 

Edge Offset – Width of a scratch-search exclude band which lies just inside 
the edge. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Sub Size (y) 
 

Sub Size (x) 
 

1
st
 ball 

last ball 

Scratch Edge Offset (image 2) & 
Exposed Metal Edge Offset 
 

Scratch Edge Offset 
(image 1) 
 

center portion 

perimeter portion 
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 Exposed Metal 

Looks for bright exposed metal on the substrate after masking out the 
balls. Works only on the perimeter portion of the PBGA. 

Gray, Area – Gray is the low threshold of a blob tool which looks for bright 
exposed metal. The high threshold is always “255”.  Area is the minimum 
area of exposed metal defects which are to be caught. 

Edge Offset -- Width of a scratch-search exclude band which lies just inside 
the edge of the substrate. 

Mask Gray – Gray level below which pixels are masked out. Set this high 
enough to mask out the center portion of the PBGA, but not mask out any 
exposed metal defect. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Create 
Clicking Create writes two files to disk: 
1. The “..AVP” step tree created from the parameters described 

above 
2. A “.gen” file which saves the parameters described above so that 

they may be reloaded into this Generator at a later time 
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QFP and TSOP .AVP Generators 

 

To start the QFP .AVP Generator, double click the icon:   

To start the TSOP .AVP Generator, double click the icon:   
 
The QFP .AVP generator is pictured here, but the TSOP .AVP Generator looks 
and functions nearly identically (the one difference is pointed out on the Pkg Dim 
tab.) They each create an .AVP to inspect the device for Pin1, up to two separate 
mark areas, and light and dark PVI defects. There are six tabs in the interface: 
 
 
Optics Tab 
 
 

 

QFP Job Generator: Optics Tab 

Camera 
Type – Select the camera type as Hi 

Resolution or Low Resolution 
Focus – Focus height of the camera as 

an offset from the camera z-axis 
home position (in inches.) See 
focus value given in the training 
wizard. 

 
Resolution 
Lens -- Select the appropriate lens size. 

This field will be unavailable if the 
Custom box is checked. 

 Custom – Selects whether to use 
nominal pixel size calculated from 
lens (above), or custom pixel size 
(below.) 

Pixel Size – Size of a single pixel in 
inches, mils or mm. The units 
used here determines the units 
used in the rest of the generator. 
Setting this field to “1.0” will let 
you enter all other values in pixels. 
 

Light 
Scdi/Ring -- Lighting level for the image 
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Pkg Dim Tab 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pin 1 Tab 
 

QFP Job Generator: Pin 1 Tab 

QFP Job Generator: PkgDim Tab 

Package Properties 
Size – Dimensions of the package body 
TSOP only: Specify whether this is a 

Type I TSOP (leads on right and 
left sides) or Type II TSOP (leads 
on top and bottom) 

 
Lead Properties 
TD – Terminal Dimension, measured 

lead tip to lead tip across the 
package body 

Spread – Distance from the center of 
the first lead to the center of the 
last lead on one side of the 
package 

Pitch – Distance from the center of a 
lead to the center on the adjacent 
lead. 
 
 

 
 

 Enabled – Whether to do Pin1 
inspection or not 

 
Properties 
Size – Dimensions of the Pin 1 feature 
Center – Location of the center of Pin 1, 

measured from the top left corner 
of the package body 
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Mark 1, Mark 2 Tabs 
 

 

QFP Job Generator: Mark 1 Tab 
(Note: The Mark 2 panel is identical) 

 Enabled – Whether to do mark inspection or not 
 
Mark Properties 
Size – Dimensions of the mark 
Center – Location of the center of the OCVFontless 

tool, measured from the top left corner of the 
package body. 

Contrast – Average gray level difference between 
mark and background 

Pin1, Pin2 Index – The symbols which are used as 
registration points for the autofind feature of 
the OCVFontless tool. „999‟ means the last 
symbol in the mark. 

 
Symbol Properties 
Size – Minimum area of a symbol, in pixels. Any 

symbol smaller than “Symbol Size” will not be 
segmented as a symbol. 

Stroke – Average stroke width of the mark symbols, 
in pixels 

 
Quality Tolerance 
Quality – Specify the relative quality of marks which 

should pass. 
 Custom – Custom allows you to set different 

quality parameters for each of three symbol 
size categories 

Group – Select Small, Average or Large symbol size 
category 

Min Area – The minimum area of symbols belonging 
to this group 

Legibility – (0% - 100%) How well do the runtime 
and trained gray scale symbol images match 
each other.  “100%” requires a perfect match. 

Final Residue – The maximum allowed symbol 
defect area. (ie, The maximum allowed area 
of a single symbol blob in the binarized 
symbol image.) 

Min Contrast – The contrast needed to consider a 
pixel part of a symbol. Set it to:  |(average 
gray of character) – (average gray of 
background)| 

Max Flaw Size – To be counted a defect, the 
potential defect must exceed in every 
dimension the dimension given here, in 
pixels. For example, if this field is a “1” then 
defects which have a dimension which is only 
1 pixel wide will not be considered defects. 
(Actually, a “1” here means the image will 
undergo 1 erosion to erase any blob features 
which have at least one dimension which is 
only 1 pixel. A “2” means two erosions, etc.) 
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PVI Tab 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

QFP Job Generator: PVI Tab 

Package Properties 
On a large package, gray levels may 
vary. Hence, Min and Max gray. 

Min Gray – The minimum observed gray 
level of the background 

Max Gray – The maximum observed gray 
level of the background 

 
Bright Defect Properties 
 Enabled – Whether to do Bright Defect 

inspection or not 
Method –“Threshold” allows setting an 

absolute gray level threshold in Min 
Gray below. “Contrast” will 
compensate for uneveness in package 
lighting. 

Min Gray – With “Threshold” Method, this 
is the gray level above which pixels 
will be counted as part of defects. With 
Contrast Method pixels which exceed 
this gradient will be counted as part of 
defects: 
(Min Gray Defect) – (Max Gray 
Package) 

Min Area – The minimum area of a defect 
which will cause a “Fail” status. 

 
Dark Defect Properties 
 Enabled – Whether to do Dark Defect 

inspection or not 
Method –“Threshold” allows setting an 

absolute gray level threshold in Max 
Gray below. “Contrast” will 
compensate for uneveness in package 
lighting. 

Max Gray – With “Threshold” Method, this 
is the gray level below which pixels 
will be counted as part of defects. With 
Contrast Method pixels which exceed 
this gradient will be counted as part of 
defects: 
(Min Gray Package) – (Max Gray 
Defect) 

Min Area – The minimum area of a defect 
which will cause a “Fail” status. 
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GENERATE! 

Clicking Generate writes two files to disk: 
1. The “..AVP” step tree created from the parameters described 

above 
2. A “.gen” file which saves the parameters described above so that 

they may be reloaded into this Generator at a later time 
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System Issues 

1. File Backup 

Periodically, it is wise to back up the .AVP files. You may also want to consider 
backing up  the “.gen” files if the generator programs have been utilized. 
 
Backup may be done by copying the .AVP files directly to floppy disk on the 
Systemation PC. Note that using a ZIP program before backup greatly reduces 
the size of .AVP files.  But with large or numerous .AVP files, the floppy backup 
method may become tedious. 
 
There is an alternative. If the scanner is on a network, it is usually more 
convenient to back up the .AVP‟s through that network. But in order to do this, 
you must first copy the files from the Systemation PC to the Unix PC. Here‟s how 
to do it: 
 
Copying files from Systemation PC to Unix PC using ftp 
1. On the Systemation PC, open an MS-DOS window 
2. cd to the directory containing the .AVP files 
3. To connect to the Unix PC, type ftp 192.168.0.1 
4. Login as user root and give the password 
5. Type bin to switch to binary file transfer mode 
6. Type put xxxx..AVP , where xxxx..AVP is the complete name of the .AVP 

file you want to transfer. Alternatively, you may type mput to use wild cards 
(eg. asterisk „*‟.) Put will move the .AVP files to the Unix root directory (“/”.) 
To change the current UNIX directory, use ftp‟s cd command. 

7. When finished transferring files, type quit to close ftp. 
8. Type exit to close the MS-DOS window. 
 
NOTES: While in ftp, you can get command help by typing help at the ftp> 

prompt. 
To change the Unix (destination) directory, use the cd command 
To change the Systemation (source) directory, use the lcd command 

 
 
 

2. Disk Maintenance and TIF Files 

In production, every time an .AVP is trained at least one new TIF file is saved. On 
a hi-resolution VisionScape system, each TIF file is about 1 megabyte in size. 
Over time the TIF files may accumulate and fill up the hard disk. 
 
Periodically, it is wise to check remaining free space on the Systemation hard 
disk and delete the old TIF files which are no longer needed.  
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3. Step Tree Compatibility 

In the newer versions of VisionScape (newer than 2.0.8_35,) efforts have been 
made to make the software backwards compatible; that is, .AVP‟s created today 
should work with tomorrow‟s VisionScape software. However, the same is not 
true for older versions of VisionScape (released before January 2000.) These 
may not work correctly with newer .AVP files. 
 
New .AVP‟s created by the RVSI VisionScape Applications group will be built 
with the latest release of the VisionScape software. These .AVP‟s may contain 
features which are not supported in older versions of VisionScape. Therefore, 
when loading an .AVP which was created by the Applications group, you should 
make sure the handler is running the latest version of VisionScape. 
 
Note that TIF images from a low-res camera may not work correctly on a system 
with a hi-res camera, and vice versa. Also, an .AVP created on a low resolution 
system may not run correctly on a high resolution system, and vice versa. 
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Glossary 

 
Acuity – A division of RVSI corporation based in Nashua, New Hampshire, 

specializing in 2D machine vision applications. The maker of VisionScape. 
 
..AVP file – The file containing the step tree, describing a particular inspection. 

The ..AVP files are stored in, for example: 
C:\Rvsi_Sys\H7000\V_2_5_16\DataIn\.AVPFileName..AVP 

 
Background Gray Level – The gray level of pixels which are not the feature of 

interest. 
 
Background Pixels – Pixels of the background gray level. 
 
Dilation – Making a feature larger by adding a layer of single pixels around the 

entire border of the object; as in, the mask was dilated. See Erosion. 
 
Erosion – Making a feature smaller by removing a layer of single pixels around 

the entire border of the object; as in, the mask was eroded. See Dilation. 
 
Foreground Gray Level – The gray level of pixels which constitute the feature of 

interest, for example, the mark or the PVI defect.  
 
Foreground Pixels – Pixels of the foreground gray level. 
 
Gradient – The difference in gray level between two adjacent pixels. 

 gradient = (gray level of pixelx+1) – (gray level of pixelx) 
 
Gray scale – “Gray scale” or “gray level” refers to the brightness of a particular 

pixel. All VisionScape images are colorless, digitized pictures, 8 bits deep. 
This means that every pixel in the image is one of 256 possible shades of 
gray. A “0” pixel is black, and “255” is white. 

 
Group – The Mark Inspection feature of the .AVP Generator programs allows 

setting different symbol properties for three groups of symbol sizes:  Small, 
Average and Large. 

 
Hole – A hole is an area of background pixels completely surrounded by 

foregound pixels. 
 
Macro – A text string which functions as a command, acting upon a tool. Macros 

can resize a tool, relocate a tool relative to another tool‟s position, or hide a 
tool from view at train time, for example. For a complete list of macros see 
the “Macros” section. 
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Mark Inspection – A camera based inspection designed to detect flaws or 
defects in the device mark, such as rotated mark, misplaced mark, double-
struck mark, poor symbol quality, mixed lot numbers, etc. 

 
Neighborhood – The pixels in a square area which are immediately adjacent to 

a given pixel. A 2x2 neighborhood means an area of four pixels adjacent to 
a given pixel; a 3x3 neighborhood encompasses nine pixels, etc. 

 
Origin – The (0,0) coordinate position, or the upper left corner of the 

VisionScape camera image. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pin 1 Inspection – An inspection designed to detect devices which have been 

rotated relative to their expected orientation. 
 
PVI – Package Visual Inspection. A type of camera based inspection designed to 

detect cosmetic package flaws or defects, such as chips, scratches, 
gouges, voids, mold flash,  etc. 

 
Robustness – When searching for a feature at run time, tells the search engine 

how many pixels to “skip” as it moves around the image looking for a match. 
This parameter was utilized in older, slower systems, but is now obsolete. 
Robustness should be set to “1.0”  

 
ROI - Region of Interest. That portion of the image buffer upon which some tool 

will operate. 
 
Run Time – When the .AVP or step tree is used to inspect devices and assign 

pass/fail status. See train time. 
 
Segmentation – In Mark inspection, the process of separating a Mark into 

individual symbols. 
 
Spec Manager – A program which allows the editing and creation of step trees. 
 
Step Tool – A piece of programming code packaged as a graphical icon and 

edited through the Spec Manager. Each step tool is designed to do one 
particular step of a VisionScape inspection, for example, the blob tool, flaw 
tool, I/O step, etc. 

 

origin (0,0) 
 + 

increasing y 

increasing x 
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Step Tree – A collection of step tools organized into a hierarchical structure. The 
step tree is executed (run) for the purpose of inspecting a device for 
defects. 

 
Stroke Width – In typography, the width of the line which composes a character. 
 
Symbol – In Mark inspection, each segmented entity is called a symbol. A 

symbol may be a character, a digit, a logo, a period, etc. 
 
Threshold – A gray scale value which separates the feature of interest from the 

background. 
 
Train Time – After the step tree is created, but before any devices are inspected, 

some steps in the tree may need to be trained in order for those steps to 
distinguish a pass feature from a fail feature. For example, the 
OCVFontless tool must first be trained on a “pass” mark before it can 
classify marks as “pass” or “fail” at run time. See run time. 

 
Tryout Wizard --  Runs an .AVP on a single device image, typically to test and 

debug the .AVP before putting it into production. 
 
VisionScape – An 2D vision application designed and built by RVSI Acuity and 

optionally integrated into the 7000-series RVSI lead scanner. 
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Appendix A:  Running a Device Inspection Job 

 
You are now ready to inspect devices.  The .AVP files you edited (See Section V) 
tell the computer which devices to pass or fail.  To load a job or .AVP file, you 
must first log onto your system. 
 
You can easily switch between the host computer system and the handler 
computer system by pressing the keys listed below. 
 
 

To get to this view Press, then release this 
key 

Then, press this key 

Host System: 
Unix/MOTIF 

[Ctrl] 1 

H7000 Handler System 
Windows 95/NT 

[Ctrl] 2 

Laser Scanner Camera  [Ctrl] 3 
 

Note:  Do not press and hold the [Ctrl] key when pressing the respective numeric 
key, as you would in store-bought programs.  Instead, tap the keys in quick 
succession.  

 

Logging onto the systems: 

 
Refer to your handler documentation for comprehensive operating instructions.  
 
1. Begin by loading trays: 
 

Load the tray stacker with filled trays of devices to be inspected.   Trays 
should be positioned so that the tray notch is at the far left corner of the 
stacker.   

 
Note:  Make certain trays are loaded in the tray stacker right side up.  BGA 
devices are typically inserted into tray cells ball side up (“Dead Bug”).  

 
2. If the view screen is not already set here, switch to the host computer (Press 

and release [Ctrl], then [1].)   

3. Log on to the system:  At the Unix prompt, type ls-2000 [Enter]  (Note:  That 
is, type a lower case “L” …)  Null password; just hit [Enter]. 

4. Type lss [Enter]. This starts the Lead Scanning System, which is the host 
interface.   

5. Enter the password, if one was set.  Otherwise, the default password is null.  
Just hit [Enter] again.    
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6. Select a mode [See Figure A-1]:  Choose RVSI and enter this password:  
RVSI  (all caps; case – sensitive).   Click Apply. 

 

 

7. Select chip type [Figure A-2]. Click on the check box to the left of the device 
type.  

 

8. Switch to the Handler computer: press and release [Ctrl], then [2].  Start the 
Handler system by double-clicking the H7000 icon on the Windows desktop. 
The Systemation H7000 software modules load.   

9. On the H7000 Menu Bar, click User, then select Login from the pull-down 
menu. [Figure A-3.] 

 

 

Figure A-2 

Figure A-3 

Figure A-4 
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10.  For User Name, type RVSI.  For Password, type RVSI in all caps. Click OK. 

11. Switch back to the host computer.  Press and release [Ctrl], then [1]. 

12. The RVSI Lead Scanner Inspection System Main Menu fills the screen. Under 
“Inspection Modes” click the Automation button. [See Figure A-4.] 

Figure A-5 

 

13. This brings up the Auto Inspect Screen [Figure A-5].  Click Operator. Enter 
your name or select a name from the list.
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Figure A-6 

 

14. Click Job.  Select the Job File name from the list of jobs provided by RVSI. 
(Note:  Here, “Job” refers to all the specifications required to inspect a 
particular device, including chip spec, tray spec, .AVP's, etc.)  Click OK to 
accept. 

15. Click Lot.  Select the Lot File name from the list of lots or type a new one. 

16. Under the Analysis Options area, turn off the SDC option if you wish to 
conserve disk space and RAM.  (This provides statistical and graphical 
representation of inspection results.)   

17. Click Apply to accept any changes and bring up the Job Control screen.  This 
resembles a system schematic.  [Figure A-6.] 
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Figure A-7 

 

18. Click  Begin Lot.   This starts the job control interface screen.  [Figure A-6.]   

Note the Input  box has turned red.  Click there to start the job.  The handler 
begins shuttling trays into inspection position.   

 

 


